


Sale Staff & Guests
Bob May, Consultant 608.553.0124 / 608.778.9804
Bart Elder, Consultant 641.780.6499
Mike Kuhlmann, Consultant 712.260.3813
Rick Frye, Show Circuit 319.361.6600
Steve Bonham, Auctioneer 405.823.2972
Mike Sorenson, Livestock Plus 515.743.2991
Craig Talkington 785.623.1789
Tom Rooney, Midwest Marketer 515.491.6025

Accomodations: (ALL WITHIN 15 MILES OF THE FARM)
Country Inn and Suites: Clive, Iowa 515.223.9254
Holiday Inn University Park: West Des Moines, Iowa 515.223.1800
Super 8: Perry, Iowa 515.465.5653

Air Transportation
Des Moines Airport: 1/2 hour from sale site. For transportation from 
DM, contact Ben Kelly at 515.208.2389. Kansas City Airport: 
3 1/2 hours from sale. Omaha Airport: 2 1/2 hours from sale.

Driving Directions To Sale
Exit 110 from I-80 north to Adel. Proceed 4 miles north of Adel on 
Hwy 169 to 250th Street (gravel). Go east 1 mile. The Kelly farm is 
on the north side of the road.

Check Us Out on Facebook: Kelly Cattle Co.

Dear Friends and Cattle Enthusiasts,
On behalf of Kelly Cattle Company, Mente Cattle Company, and Mark Ball Show steers, I would like to extend
a warm welcome to the 20th annual Right Direction Elite Female sale.  We continue to be focused on 
producing maternal bred females that will excel in a variety of scenarios and be profitable for your operations.
Our goal has never changed here at Kelly Cattle Company, we want to make good looking, functional cattle,
that produce high dollar offspring.  You bottom line is as important to us as our own is.

Our bred females continue to be outstanding producers for their new owners.  Check out the exciting success
stories featured throughout this catalog for our customers on cattle they sold this fall.  These breds have raised
numerous champions from the County fair to the National level.  As breeders, I feel like your successes with
Right Direction females is the most rewarding thing that happens in our program.

I was on the road again for 5 weeks this year and made 241 farm visits in 5 states.  We bid on 171 head of 
cattle and bought 89 from our customers in 2018.  We want to do business with the people who do business
with us.  If you have something you are interested in selling please contact Ben and I will do my best to get
there and look.  We greatly appreciate your business!

We look forward to seeing you at the sale and working with you to find a female that will fit your operation.  If
you have questions on Right Direction bred females, please call Ben, Mark, or Dave.  We want to help you with
honest evaluations of the females and cow families to make your purchasing experience the best possible.  

Thank you for the opportunity to earn your business.

Sincerely,Ben Kelly
515-208-2389

Ben, Denise, 
Jack, & Sean Kelly
24403 250th St.
Dallas Center, Iowa 50063
cell: 515.208.2389

Dave, Stacy,
Dylan, Trevor, & Justin
10384 270th St.
Adrian MN 56110
Dave Mente: 201.259.4729
Stacy Mente: 507.227.5117
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All Videos Online At: Online Bidding At:

Mark Ball Show Steers
Mark Ball
30215 W Ave
Fairfax, MO 64446
660-254-4478



Be Our Guest Prior To Sale Day
All cattle will be available for viewing at each farm after January 4.
The entire group will be gathered for viewing at Kelly Cattle Co. by
Jan. 4, 2018.

Online Bidding
If you would like to bid on cattle and cannot attend the sale we wel-
come you to make arrangements with a person on our sale staff or
Ben Kelly.  We will also host online bidding via CCI.

Terms, Conditions & Guarantees
All cattle are to be paid for on sale day unless prior arrangements
have been made between buyer and owners. Yardage: Cattle that
are not picked up within one week following the sale will be
charged $5.00/day. Kelly Cattle Company will be held harmless for
any death loss that occurs if a bred that has been sold sales on our
farm.  Buyer remains responsible for payment of said bred heifer.
Identification: It shall be the obligation of the seller to determine that
each animal sold carries a readable tattoo or brand. Registration
and Transfers: All lots listed as registered will be transferred after
settlement has been made.  Health: All animals sell with proper in-
dividual health certificates making them eligible for transport to the
destinations within the U.S.  Bidding: Each animal will be sold to
the highest bidder without reservation. The auctioneer will settle
any disputes as to bidding and his decision will be final. 
Announcements:Announcements from the auction block will
take precedence over any printed information in this catalog. 
Purchaser’s Risk: The animal becomes property of the pur-
chaser as soon as sold, but it shall be the responsibility of the seller
to see that the animals are properly cared for free of charge to the
buyer, until delivered to buyer or until expiration of 24 hours after
the sale, but expenses and accidents incurred 24 hours post pur-
chase are the responsibility of the purchaser. Purchaser shall
make specific instructions to the sale clerk as to when they will pick
up their purchase if it is any other time than sale day.  Liabilities: It
is to be clearly understood all representatives act only as a
medium between the buyer and the seller. They are not responsi-
ble in any way for failure on the part of the buyer and seller to live
up to his/her obligations to collect or enforce collections of monies
between parties. Any legal actions that may in exceptional cases
be taken must be between buyer and seller. Accidents:Although
every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and comfort of
those attending the sale, the seller and Kelly Cattle CO. do not as-
sume any responsibilities in the matter and each disclaims any lia-
bility, legal or otherwise, in the event of an accident or loss of
property.

Breeding Guarantee
Bull:All bulls are guaranteed to be breeders. Bulls less than 12
months of age, provided they have been properly cared for, are in
good health and have not been noticeably injured since the sale,
must be semen tested before being turned out with females or be-
fore reaching 15 months of age, whichever occurs sooner. If any
bull is reported as a nonbreeder, the buyer must first comply with

the following requirements: A) Purchaser must notify the seller of
his dissatisfaction in writing within 4 months of sale date; and/or B)
Purchaser may return the animal to the seller’s farm, at the pur-
chaser’s expense, if in good condition and accompanied with a
health certificate indicating that the animal is free from infectious
and contagious disease. Seller is entitled to 1 month of trial follow-
ing return of the animal, at which time he will have opportunity to
determine the animal’s breeding ability. If at the end of 1 month, the
seller is unable to prove the animal a sound breeder, the seller
shall have the option to replace the animal with another of similar
quality or refund the purchase price. Females: All females are
guaranteed to breed. In order to hold the seller liable to this guar-
antee, the buyer must first comply with the requirements and pro-
cedures set forth. Exercising options for adjustments. The buyer
must notify the seller of their dissatisfaction with an animal in writing
within six months of the sale date. In the event an animal is
claimed to be a nonbreeder, the buyer may return the animal to the
seller’s farm, at the buyer’s expense, if in good condition and is ac-
companied with a health certificate indicating the animal is free of
infectious and contagious disease. The seller is then entitled to a
two-month trial following return of the animal at which time he will
have the opportunity to determine the animal’s breeding ability. If at
the end of two months the seller is unable to prove the female a
sound breeder, the seller shall have the option to replace the fe-
male with another of similar quality or refund of purchase price.
Open Female Guarantee: If a female sold as “open” proves to be
with calf, the buyer may return the female to the farm of the seller
for a refund of full purchase price or for another animal of similar
quality. Bred Female Guarantee: If a female is sold under the con-
ditions safe-in-calf and she proves not to bred pregnant, the buyer
may receive service of the bull to which she was previously served
if available or service of another bull of the buyer’s choice owned
by the seller, except in the case such female proves to be a non-
breeder. If a female is sold as “pasture bred” and proves not to be
safe-in-calf, the buyer may return the female to the farm of the
seller at the purchaser’s expense to be served to the bull previ-
ously used, if available, or to any bull made available by the seller
and agreed upon by the purchaser. In all cases, any transportation
expense shall be the expense of the buyer. Exception to Guaran-
tee: Bred females sell guaranteed Safe-in-calf the day of sale and
for ten days following the sale. In cases where the animal is fitted
and shown for exhibition or is subjected to any hormonal or surgi-
cal reproductive techniques after the sale, guarantee is null and
void and the terms of the breeding guarantee, if any, should be
such as is agreed upon separately by the buyer and seller in writ-
ing. The aforementioned terms and conditions shall constitute a
contract between the buyer and seller of each animal sold under
these terms and shall be binding upon both. Animals resold follow-
ing sale purchase constitute a separate transaction and the privi-
leges and obligations of the original two parties connected thereto
are not covered by the terms and conditions of this sale. For addi-
tional information, refer to the American Maine-Anjou Association
rules and bylaws.

3:00pm At The Farm
24403 250th Street

Dallas Center, IA 50063
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January 25, 2019
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BKCC Miss Daddy's Money
Maintainer
4/25/2018
BW: 80
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Daddy’s Money
PGS: I 80  PGD: JSC Velvet
Dam: Hammer x Maximus

This is a very high quality heifer that is dual registered Maintainter and Simmental.  You will love her for her shape of
rib, body depth and muscle.  She is an athletic strided female that posesses power and elegance.  Have fun show-
ing this one.

BKCC Miss Hi Ho Silver
Crossbred
4/1/2017
BW: 78 
Polled ·  Smoke
Sire: Hi Ho Silver   
PGS: Monopoly  PGD: Alias x Meyer
Dam: Irish Whiskey x Angus

If you like them with a bit more of punch, then this is the girl for you.  Here is a moderate framed, stout individual that
is long and loose strided.  You will love how great necked she is and will be amazed by her foot size, power of bone,
and  muscle dimension.  Awesome haired and kid gentle.

Open Heifers
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BKCC Miss Broker
50% Simmental  ·  3/5/2017 ·  BW: 83 
Polled ·  Black Star Faced
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus 
AI'd to Uno Mas on 4/27/2018. No bull exposure.

What a truly outstanding female here with the power and
maternal look to become a future donor cow.  This star
headed feature is soft centered and built perfect from the
ground up.  You will admire her for her foot size and
bone dimension.  This is a power cow that will make high
dollar offspring. Just keep bidding and you will be happy
you did!

BKCC Miss Broker 1779G 
50 % Simmental  ·  3/2/2017 · BW: 80
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker 
PGS: Steel Force PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
AI’d to Whizard 5/11, likely bull bred on 6/25
Pasture exposed to a Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Here is a long necked, good headed female that has a
stylish, feminine look. She has that extra body, muscle,
and bone that will make her a good cow for a long time
to come. Lots of quality here.

Ball Miss Maternal Made 15
Maintainer  ·  2/20/2017 ·  BW: 92
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Maternal Made
PGS: BPF Mercedes Benz 131U  PGD: NMR 0-04X
Dam: Broker/OCC Glory 
Likely AI’d to No Worries 5/4/2018

Big boys are talking, I am as excited about this one as
any I have sold.  She is a monster footed, freak necked
heifer that has all the power in the world.  Full sister to
Wade Rodgers’ 2019 promotion sire.
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Ball Miss Broker son 7
Commercial Simmental  ·  3/15/2017 ·  BW: 75· 
Polled ·  Black Star Face
Sire: Broker Son
PGS: Broker  PGD: Angus
Dam: Angus Cross
Likely AI'd to No Worries on 5/4

I love this Broker grand-daughter; good muscle expres-
sion while maintaining a maternal cowy look. This star
headed heifer has been a favorite since the day I bought
her!

BKCC Miss Maternal Made A35
Maintainer  ·  4/5/2017 ·  BW: 83
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Maternal Made 
PGS: Mercedes Benz  PGD: Irish Whiskey
Dam: Angus 
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 6/20
Pasture exposed to a Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

If I had to use one word to describe this one, it would be
power. From front to back you have to appreciate the
natural width and dimension that this one has. But don't
forget about this stout made heifers look that is made
only more exciting by her shag.

BKCC Miss Broker 755B
50% Simmental  ·  3/1/2017 ·  BW: 78
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker 
PGS: Steel Force PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 6/10
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Here is am outstanding brood cow that exhibits a tremn-
dous amount of rib and muscle.  She is a good looking,
easy fleshing heifer that is agile when set in motion.
Good investment here.

88
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BKCC Miss Broker 743B
50% Simmental  ·  1/7/2017 ·  BW: 77 
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus 
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

One theme of this sale is powerful well made heifers that
will be there to make you money. This broker certainly
lives up to that expectation. She is powerfully con-
structed, deep bodied, and still pulls together an great
look on the profile.

BKCC Miss Thunderstruck
75% Simmental  ·  2/24/2017 ·  BW: 83
Polled ·  Black Baldy
Sire: Thunderstruck 
PGS: Broker PGD: Wagr Lullaby( Dream On)
Dam: Steel Force x Draftpick
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

This is a long sided, powered up, heifer that you will love
for her smoothness and how fluid she is when set in mo-
tion.  Big topped, big backed, and real good looking.
What else could you ask for? Oh a cool bald face, she
has that too!

BKCC Miss Broker 24B
50% Simmental  ·  3/5/2017 ·  BW: 81
Polled ·  Black Star Faced
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus 
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Who doesn't love a little color. This star faced heifer is
extremely high quality in her look and balanced from the
side. She is smooth and feminine out of her front end but
where I really fall in love this one is in terms of her bone
and dimension. She is bold ribbed, stout made, and cool.
The ultimate package.
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Ball Miss Broker 16
50% Simmental  ·  2/25/2017 ·  BW: 85
Polled ·  Black Baldy
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Dr. Who
Likely AI'd to No Worries on 5/4

Sexy fronted, big ribbed, coon footed, and perfect
feet/legs. She has been a stand out since birth! This is
an outstanding female!

BKCC Miss Diva's Demon
50% Simmental  ·  1/16/2017 ·  BW: 78
Polled ·  Black Baldy
Sire: Diva’s Demon
PGS: Broker  PGD: Destiny’s Diva
Dam: Welsh's G Master x Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 5/29
No pasture exposure

I love the body shape and mobility of this outstanding
baldy.  She has the perfect sweep to her underline , is
bold ribbed, and when you get behind her you won't be
disappointed.  This one has all the makings to be a great
cow.

Ball Miss Broker 1
50% Simmental  ·  10/5/2016 ·  BW: 85
Polled ·  Black Baldy
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Dr. Who
Likely AI'd to No Worries on 5/4

Here is a rope-necked maternal powerhouse, if you are
interested in raising big time show steers, this one
should be on your watch list! Perfect on her feet and legs
and an absolutely dead level uddered, I like the function
in these broker females!
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BKCC Miss Broker 1738G
50% Simmental  ·  3/15/2016 ·  BW: 79
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

This soft middled, stout made heifer has a lot of pieces
that she puts together in a solid package. From the
ground up this one is built right and it shows as she
gives a great look when she stops an poses or when she
is on the go.

BKCC Miss Uno Mas 1756G
50% Simmental  ·  2/26/2017 ·  BW: 73
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Uno Mas
PGS: Dream On PGD: Shawnee Miss 770P
Dam: Angus
AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Likely bull bred on 6/20
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Here is a maternal, attractive heifer that sets the stan-
dard for structure. Super built, this one seems to float
when she is on the move, extremely flexible off both
ends this one is extremely sound. I dig this one.

BKCC Miss Broker 104
50% Simmental  ·  Fall 2016 ·  BW: 84
Polled ·  Black Star Faced
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus 
AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Likely bull bred on approximately 6/20
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Here is a soggy made heifer that screams maternal. This
good sized gal carries plenty of power and dimension
and has a ton of rib shape. She is going to make a great
cow.
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Ball Miss Blaze of Glory 18
50% Simmental  ·  3/2/2017 ·  BW: 72
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Blaze of Glory
PGS: Uno Mas PGD: CAJS Khloe 42ZA
Dam: Irish Whiskey
AI'd to Whizard on 5/6
Likely bull bred 7/1
Pasture Exposed to a JSAR Titan Son from 6/08 to 9/17

This is best Blaze of Glory heifer I have ever seen! I
knew when I saw her I had to make her a feature bred.
She was the high selling heifer on Staley Show Cattle’s
Round 2 sale!  This one is smooth, stout and extremely
attractive from the profile.  Be sure to find her on sale
day. 

BKCC Miss Broker 1769G
50% Simmental  ·  3/15/2017  ·  BW: 81
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

I love a good baldy and especially this one. She is ultra
feminine, sound made, and cowy. This one will be sure
to kick out some good ones.

Ball Miss I 80
Maintainer ·  3/1/2017 ·  BW: 70
Polled ·  Black
Sire: I 80
PGS: Ali PGD: BPF Miley 80T (DCC Hard Drive)
Dam: Broker x Dr. Who
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 5/24
Pasture Exposed to a JSAR Titan Son from 6/08 to 9/17

Bred maternal but looks like a steer, big hair, big bones,
and a back you could land an airplane on. Backed by the
most proven cow family I have. Give this heifer a shot of
Fu Man Chu or Monopoly and you will like what you get!
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BKCC Miss Primo 77G
Crossbred  ·  4/12/2017 ·  BW: 75
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Primo
PGS: First Class  PGD: Sara’s Dream
Dam: Irish Whiskey Son x Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 6/1
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Here is an opportunity to own a big bellied, good mus-
cled female that is very maternal both genetically and
phenotypically. She is long strided ,deep sided, and a
good one.

BKCC Miss Broker 1764G
50% Simmental  ·  3/15/2017 ·  BW: 83
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Likely bull bred appproximately 6/25
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

A heifer that is really correct in her skeletal design, she is
smooth, functional, and this deep bodied heifer still
comes with some look up front. A real nice addition to
your herd.

BKCC Miss Broker 1751G
50% Simmental  ·  3/10/2017 ·  BW: 80
Polled ·  Black Baldy
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
AI’d to Whizard on 6/13
Pasture exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

At Kelly Cattle Co. we pride ourselves in high qulaity
bred heifers and this baldy Broker is no exception. Ex-
ceptional in terms of her look she is elegent from the
side. She smoothly blends together a feminine front end,
tons of rib shape, and puts it all toghether with added
power and bone.
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BKCC Miss Broker 732B
50 % Simmental  ·  3/12/2017 ·  BW: 81
Polled ·  Black Star Faced
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI’d to Whizard on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

If you are looking for an incredible brood cow this one is
for you. A powered up Broker daughter that is bold
ribbed and deep bodied yet still puts together a cool look
from the side. She’s hard to come by and even harder to
pass up.

BKCC Miss Broker 1783G
50% Simmental  ·  3/5/2017  ·  BW: 78
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

This one has a ton of brood cow potential. Big boned,
good bodied, and sound made, this one covers all the
fundamentals.

BKCC Miss Broker 1018G
50% Simmental  ·  3/22/2017 ·  BW: 83
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard  Son from 6/20 to 8/10

A complete heifer through and through that has some
added grow to her. Expect this bold ribbed, deep bodied
heifer to be around a long time and produce year after
year.
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Ball Miss Broker 5
50% Simmental ·  2/20/2017 ·  BW: 90
Polled ·  Black & White
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Dr. Who
Likely AI’d to No Worries 5/22
Pasture Exposed to a JSAR Titan Son from 6/08 to 9/17

Here is the chrome package of the offering, shaggy and
cool, this heifer is going to make sellable calves year
after year. Personally, I have only kept one of these Bro-
ker/Dr. Who females. I should not be selling her but Ben
says bring your best ones--dig in here folks!

Ball Miss Step Up 8
50% Simmental  ·  2/24/2017 ·  BW: 68
Polled ·  Black Star Faced
Sire: Step Up
PGS: SS Ebonys Grandmaster  PGD: WS MS Macho
Dam: Monopoly x Foreplay
Likely AI'd to No Worries on 5/4
Pasture Exposed to a JSAR Titan Son from 6/08 to 9/17

Big feet and stylish, this heifer comes from an awesome
cow family. If you want to make killer show steers, keep
your hand held high when she pulls into the sale ring!

BKCC Miss Broker 1790G
50% Simmental ·  3/5/2017 ·  BW: 82
Polled ·  Black Star Faced
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H 25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 6/5
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

TThis star faced heifers color pattern describes her, a
star. She is as maternal as they come, deep bodied,
bold ribbed, and super sound. I especially love the
added stoutness of this heifer that puts her a step
above most. 

2299
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MENT Miss I-80 207E
Maintainer  ·  3/3/2017 ·  BW: 70
Polled ·  Black
Sire: GOET I 80
PGS: Cowan’s Ali 4M  PGD: BPF Miley
Dam: Heat Wave Son x Heartbeat
Likely AI'd to KBSC Simplify on 5/13
Pasture Exposed to I 80 x Wisdom Son from 5/17 to 8/6

This heifer is the ultimate package!  She has belly, she
has style, she has look.  Ladies and gentlemen she's as
sound as they come.  She will be the one to make you
famous and land a success story.  

MENT Miss I-80 Son 183E
Maintainer  ·  3/28/2017  ·  BW: 75
Polled ·  Black
Sire: I 80 Son
PGS: GOET I 80  PGD: Grandmaster
Dam: Sooner Son x AngusMonarch
AI’d to SAV Bismarck 5682 5-14
Pasture Exposed to I 80 x Wisdom Son from 5/17 to 8/6

If this heifer doesn't get you excited, I don't know what
will.  I just love her from the side, good necked, big bel-
lied and square hipped.  Here's your chance to get your
wife what she wants.  An awesome cow prospect!!

MENT Miss No Worries 112E
Mainetainer  ·  3/3/2017 ·  BW: 80
Polled ·  Black
Sire: No Worries
PGS: GOET I 80  PGD: Irish Whiskey
Dam: Nutt N Butt Business x Angus
Likely AI'd to KBSC Simplify on 5/14
Pasture Exposed to I 80 x Wisdom Son from 5/17 to 8/6

Here's a steer making machine boys being offered for
sale.  Big bone, big footed, monster haired and long
necked.  Everyone in the neighborhood will be drooling
over her.  Check her out sale day!!   She will make some
bank for sure.
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MENT Miss Capitalist 204E
Crossbred ·  3/1/2017  ·  BW: 70
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Connealy Capitalist
PGS: SAV Final Answer PGD: Prides Pita of Conanga
Dam: Heat Wave Son x Heartbeat
AI'd to GOET I-80 on 5/13
Pasture Exposed to I-80 x Wisdom son 5/17 to 8/6

You don’t see many heifers of this caliber.  She is good
in her lines, nice necked, square hipped.  Maternal, Ma-
ternal and Maternal!!

MENT Miss Irish Whiskey Son 134E
Crossbred ·  3/27/2017 ·  BW: 75
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Irish Whiskey Son
PGS: Irish Whiskey  PGD: Angus
Dam: Who Made Who x Angus
Likely AI'd to GOET I 80 on 5/13
Pasture Exposed to I-80 x Wisdom son 5/17 to 8/6

Here's another daughter out of our Irish Whiskey son.
His daughters are flat awesome and will be successful in
any program.  This girl is sound at the ground, cool look-
ing and the right size.  Own one that will be a cornstone
dam in your herd.  Just keep bidding.

MENT Miss All That Matters Y124E
Mainetainer  ·  2/23/2017 ·  BW: 70
Horned ·  Black
Sire: MINN All That Matters
PGS: Hard Whiskey PGD: Special Edition
Dam: 3C Macho x Angus
Likely AI’d to SAV Bismarck 5682 5/14
Pasture exposed to PVF Insight son 5/17 to 8/6

Cow power, cow power that's all I can say about this
one.  She's out of a really maternal powerhouse in our
program.  She is stout made, big bone and big topped.
Come check her out, you will not be disappointed.
Power in the blood!
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MENT Miss I-80 Son 175E
Mainetainer  ·  3/17/2017 ·  BW: 70
Polled ·  Black
Sire: I 80 Son
PGS: GOET I 80 PGD: Grandmaster
Dam: Heartbeat x Angus
Likely AI’d to GOET I-80 5/13
Pasture exposed to PVF Insight son 5/17 to 8/6

Here’s a daughter out of our I-80 son better known as
Mikey.  She is massive in her depth of body, good bone
and really athletic on the move.  The keeping kind.

MENT Miss Irish Whiskey Son 177E
Crossbred ·  3/29/2017  ·  BW: 75
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Irish Whiskey Son
PGS: Irish Whiske  PGD: Angus
Dam: Heartbeat x Driver/Angus
Likely AI’d to GOET I-80  5/14
Pasture Exposed to I-80 x Wisdom son 5/17 to 8/6

Here's one I really hate to get rid of.  She is maternal as
they come.  Huge sweeping rib with a cool look to her.
Don’t miss out on the endless opportunities with this one.
She's the star everybody is looking for.

BKCC Miss Broker 1748G
50% Simmental  ·  3/20/2017 ·  BW: 75
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Likely bull bred on approximately 6/25
Pasture Exposed to Whizard son 6/20 to 8/10

Surprise, surprise, another Broker daughter that is ex-
tremely nice. This moderate heifer is well built and puts
together a look that will catch your attention from the
side. Its only a bonus how much shag that this one has
on her.
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BKCC Miss Brilliance 1708G
Crossbred  ·  3/12/2017  ·  BW: 78
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Brillance
PGS: Bismark PGD: Angus
Dam: Irish Whiskey x Angus
AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Likely bull bred on 7/10
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son 6/20 to 8/10

I bred several of my Whiskey daughters to Angus and it
worked very well.  Here is a great necked, deep ribbed
female that will make an outstanding cow.  I really appre-
ciate this one for her fleshing ability and look.

BKCC Miss Irish Whiskey Son 3110G
Crossbred  ·  3/15/2017 ·  BW: 72
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Irish Whiskey Son
PGS: Irish Whiskey  PGD: Angus
Dam: Target x Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 6/10
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

An ultra maternal heifer that gets out and covers her
tracks. She is femenine, big bodied, and stout. A really
nice heifer.

BKCCC Miss Irish Whiskey Son 3878
Crossbred  ·  3/22/2017 ·  BW: 77
Horned ·  Black
Sire: Irish Whiskey Son
PGS: Irish Whiskey  PGD: Angus
Dam: Broker x Angus
Likley AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Here is a nice moderate heifer that puts it all together.
She good built, smooth made, and has plenty of natural
sweep to her underline, a nice addition to any herd.
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Ball Miss Broker Son 
Crossbred  · 4/15/2017 ·  BW: 80
Polled ·  Black Baldy
Sire: Broker Son
PGS: Broker  PGD: Dr. Who
Dam: Nobleman
Likely AI'd to Broken Bow on 5/4
Pasture Exposed to a JSAR Titan Son from 6/08 to 9/17

Hair for days on this female, I really love how high her
neck comes out of her shoulder. These younger heifers
arent as far along in condition, look her up sale day and
you will like what you see!

BKCC Miss Bushs Unbelievable 705G
Crossbred·  3/21/2016  ·  BW: 74 
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Bush’s Unbelievable
PGS: Bismark PGD: Bushs Blackbird (Angus)
Dam: Irish Whiskey x Angus
AI'd to Whizard on 6/10
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Here is a nice smooth patterned moderately designed
heifer. She is sound made, good bodied, and one you
will be sure to like.

BKCC Miss Bushs Unbelievable 1709G
Crossbred ·  3/21/2017 ·  BW: 74
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Bush’s Unbelievable
PGS: Bismark  PGD: Bushs Blackbird (Angus)
Dam: Irish Whiskey x Angus
Likely AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Another high quality heifer with some added bone that
you're sure to love. Nice built and sound made, this soft
bodied heifer has a great feminine look to her.

4444
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BKCC Miss Maternal Made 92B
Mainetainer  ·  4/1/2017  ·  BW: 84
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Maternal Made
PGS: Mercedes Benz  PGD: Irish Whiskey
Dam: Target x Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 6/9
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

This is a sleek fronted, smooth shouldered bred that is
really fun to look at . You will love her design and femin-
ity. Great chested, upheaded and the kind that can make
good cattle.

BKCC Miss Brilliance 1722G
Crossbred  ·  3/22/2017  ·  BW: 76
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Brillance
PGS: Bismark  PGD: Angus
Dam: Irish Whiskey Son x Angus
AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Likely bull bred on 7/10
Pasture exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

A super built heifer that is sound as a cat, this one puts
togeher the complete package. Feminine, attractive, soft
bodied, and hits you with a ton of look.

4477

BKCC Miss Broker 1763G
50% Simmental · 2/27/2016 ·  BW: 84
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 6/7
Pasture exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

This one defines balance. Extremely attractive upfront,
great set to her shoulder, level down her top, and puts
together a great look. 
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BKCC Miss Maternal Made 15E
Mainetainer · 4/5/2017 ·  BW: 82
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Maternal Made
PGS: Mercedes Benz  PGD: Irish Whiskey
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 6/11
Pasture exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

This maternal made is one that should get traders ex-
cited. An ultra powerful heifer that you have to love for
her added width, dimension, and body. When you com-
bine this with her striking look from the side and get
ready to cash in on some show steers.

BKCC Miss Maternal Made 117E
Maintainer  ·  3/27/2017  ·  BW: 80
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Maternal Made
PGS: Mercedes Benz  PGD: Irish Whiskey
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Likely bull bred on 6/22
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 tp 8/10

Boy this one is a great brood cow prospect if I have ever
seen one. Extremely maternal in her design, soggy
made, soft bodied and sound, you won't be disap-
pointed.

BKCC Miss Irish Whiskey Son
Crossbred ·  4/15/2017 ·  BW: 79
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Irish Whiskey Son
PGS: Irish Whiskey  PGD: Angus
Dam: Nutt N Butt Business x Angus
Likely AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

If you are looking for one to that is going to cover all the
basics and more this one is for you. She is a smooth
sounds made heifer with plenty of belly.5500
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BKCC Miss Broker 1745
50% Simmental  · 3/2/2017 ·  BW: 80
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI’d to Whizard on 5/17
Pasture Exposed to a Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Great rib shape and body design here.  This is an easy
fleshing, good built one that is as functional as they
come.  Really good on her feet and legs and plenty of
muscle shape to boot.

BKCC Miss Broker 1765G
50% Simmental  ·  3/3/2017  ·  BW: 80
Polled ·  Black Baldy
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H 25
Dam: Angus
AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Likely bull bred on 6/24
Pasture exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

This baldy is one that has a lot of exciting pieces that are
going to translate to some high caliber show steers.
She's moderate, bold ribbed, big boned, and stout made.
Get ready to sell some high when she makes it back to
your farm.

BKCC Miss Final Answer
Crossbred ·  3/14/2017  ·  BW: 84
Polled ·  Blue Roan
Sire: SAV Final Answer
PGS: Traveler 8180  PGD: Emulous 8145
Dam: Alias x Double Stuff
AI to York Creek Red Angus 5/27
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Everyone loves a little color!  This blue roan is a good
built, belly dragger that has power to boot.  She is an ex-
tremely soumd one that will make some awesome col-
ored steers.
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BKCC Miss Broker 1797G
50% Simmental  · 3/3/2017 ·  BW: 72
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Broker
PGS: Steel Force  PGD: JM BF H25
Dam: Angus
Likely AI'd to Whizard on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

A big boned, big footed heifer that has plenty of width to
set the foundation for some added power. She balances
up nicely from the side long and extended out of her
front end and level hipped.

BKCC Miss Maternal Made 182W
Mainetainer  ·  4/4/2017  ·  BW: 80
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Maternal Made
PGS: Mercedes Benz  PGD: Irish Whiskey
Dam: Heatwave x Angus
Likely AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Horse necked, big haired, and stout made.  I don't think I
can paint a better picture of one than one I just said.  Get
ready to make some money when you invest in this one.
Good animal here!

Ball Miss Mercedes Benz Son
Crossbred ·  4/5/2017 ·  BW: 75
Polled ·  White
Sire: Mercedes Benz Son
PGS: Mercedes Benz  PGD: DCC Mercedes
Dam: Monopoly Charolais
Likley AI'd to No Worries on 5/4 
Pasture Exposed to a JSAR Titan Son from 6/08 to 9/17

Southern guys here you go--moderate and chunky. She
will make some good slick steers and or very good show
heifers.5599
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BKCC Miss Maternal Made 5E
Mainetainer  ·  3/27/2017  ·  BW: 85
Horned ·  Black
Sire: Maternal Made
PGS: Mercedes Benz  PGD: Irish Whiskey
Dam: Angus
AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Likely bull bred on 6/26
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Here is another powered up Maternal Made that is out-
standing in her muscle dimension, body shape and
skeletal design.  Good haired and the clubby making
kind.

Ball Miss Irish Whiskey
Maintainer  ·  3/3/2017  ·  BW: 80
Scurred ·  Black
Sire: Irish Whiskey
PGS: BK Ice Pick  PGD: NTC 615 Ever Ready
Dam: Destiny's Ace/Intensify
Likely AI’d to No Remorse 5/4
Pasture Exposed to a JSAR Titan Son from 6/08 to 9/17

This one’s granddam raised the Supreme Champion
Market Steer at the Badger Kick-Off Classic. Steer-mak-
ing is in her family tree. This whiskey daughter is as
freaky long necked as you can make and oh how I love
the way she ties into a flat shoulder. Her cocky look will
grab anyone’s attention. Power is in the blood!

BKCC Irish Whiskey 5W
Mainetainer  ·  4/12/2017  ·  BW: 83
Polled · Black & White
Sire: Irish Whiskey
PGS: BK Ice Pick  PGD: NTC 615 Ever Ready
Dam: Meyer 734 x Angus
AI'd to No Worries on 5/11
Likely bull bred on 6/26
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Hello, Come in!  This brockle faced beast has the poten-
tial to turn into donor cow.  She is a full sister to the
Grand Champion Maintainer Female in Denver raised by
Mike Kuhlmann.  She is a younger one, but one of the
better females in the offering.  You will love her for her
extra power, soundness and the cocky look!  Retaining
10 embryos at sellers cost and buyers convenience.
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BKCC Miss Hi Ho Silver
Crossbred  · 3/13/2017 ·  BW: 90
Polled ·  White
Sire: Hi Ho Silver
PGS: Monopoly  PGD: Alias x Meyer
Dam: Sunseeker x Simmental
AI’d to York Creek Red Angus 6/16
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Here is an easy doing, heavy muscled smoke that will
make show steers.  I dig this one's rib and body shape.
She is a big backed, big hipped one that still looks like a
female and will make those smoke steers that will win
state fairs.

BKCC MAB
Crossbred ·  3/12/2017  ·  BW: 85 
Polled ·  Red & White
Sire: Man Amongst Boys
PGS: Monopoly PGD: Hardcore
Dam: Purebred Hereford
AI’d to York Creek Red Angus 6/16
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Big legged and footed with a ton of muscle and look best
describes this killer beast.  This Hereford marked one
will flat make some powered up , good looking calves
that you will be able to sell for big bucks.  Sound invest-
ment here.  

BKCC Miss In God We Trust
Crossbred ·  4/5/2016 ·  BW: 82
Polled ·  White
Sire: In God We Trust
PGS: Business Done Right  PGD: Heatwave
Dam: Charolais
Likely AI’d to No Worries 5/25
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

I love the quality of this bred.  She is powered up in
terms of body, bone , and muscle.  This is a jack necked,
soft haired char colored one that is built for speed.  This
heifer will be a big time producer.

6655
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BKCC Miss Dr. Who 91B
Crossbred  ·  3/25/2017 ·  BW: 84
Polled ·  Black
Sire: Dr. Who
PGS: Who Made Who  PGD: Quenn (Witch Doctor)
Dam: Irish Whiskey x Angus
Likely AI’d to Whizard 6/10
Pasture Exposed to Whizard Son from 6/20 to 8/10

Ladies and gentleman sit down and buckle up because
this one is going to blow you away. She is a freak in the
best way possible. Giraffe necked and ultra cool upfront,
this hairy Dr. Who blends that look back into a ton of
spring to her rib cage. But what really makes this one
special is she combines this elite look with  a lot of power
and bone. This one gets me excited and its going to be
hard to let her go, don't be afraid of getting out the check
book for this one.

Grand Champion Market Heifer and Reserve Market Animal
2018 Minnesota State Fair

Congratulations to Mente Cattle Company for raising this Champion out of a Right Direction Bred




